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“Behold, I will do a new thing; now it shall spring forth; shall ye not know it?
I will even make a way in the wilderness, and rivers in the desert.” -Isaiah 43:19

Mock Trial
As a cornerstone of their civics study, the BCBS students
conducted a mock trial. The Rockbridge County courthouse
graciously allowed them to use a courtroom for the event.
The students prepared for the trial for several weeks,
examining evidence, thinking of questions to ask witnesses,
and practicing their parts. Each student had a part to play,
from lawyer, to defendant. Several BCBS parents and
students served on the jury, and Headmaster, Mr. Lee Taylor,
acted as judge. The students did an excellent job and were
able to practice their rhetorical skills as well as learn the
workings of the court room.

Headmaster’s Message
BCBS has revived the Presidential Fitness
Award! Originally started in 1966 to encourage
fitness in the youth of our country, the program
ended in 2012 due to the few students who
could master 85 percent on the test. BCBS
students have accepted the challenge and are
thriving on the competition and improvements
they’ve seen after only a few days of training!

Plaintiff and Defendant Attorneys

Police Appreciation

Jury Foreman

BCBS supports their local law enforcement! To show their
appreciation for the police, the students visited the City of
Lexington Police Department, as well as the Rockbridge County
Sheriff’s Office. The boys presented the officers with a speech, a
lawn banner, and some snacks from Sweet Treats to express their
support.
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CLASSICAL CORNER
Art
BCBS was honored to have Mr. Kluge, a retired
graphic designer for NASA, visit BCBS. He showed
the students his sketchbooks and some of his
finished artwork. He also shared some logos that he
had designed for various projects at NASA and left a
stack of logo stickers for the students to have! Mr.
Kluge instructed the students in making their own
logos for the imaginary ACME AXE Company. The
boys did a great job designing their logos and were
thrilled to learn about an art career in aerospace!

Architecture

“...to educate the young to know what is good, to
serve it above self, to reproduce it, and to recognize
that in knowledge lies this responsibility.”
-David Hicks, Norms & Nobility

Science
First hand exploration of God’s
handiwork is appreciated through
dissections. The students
dissected cow eyeballs and a
wriggling rainbow trout. “Wow,
this is nothing like my public
school science class!” exclaimed
one student. Hands on learning is
never forgotten! The upper
school developed a “commerically
useful” product based on a
biological principle and then
designed an experiment to test its
viability.

The interdisciplinary study for the
second quarter was Architecture &
Engineering. During the course, the
students learned how ancient
architects designed complex buildings
using only a divider and straight edge.
The boys then used this knowledge to
build toolboxes without using a ruler
or tape measure. They did a
wonderful job! The course ended with
an architectural walk around historic
Lexington where the students learned
to identify architectural features and
styles.

Building
Men
Christmas at the Cabin
In December, the students had another great day at the BCBS Wilderness
Camp. They gathered clippings from the forest and made Christmas
wreaths. The young men also worked together to prepare and cook ‘stone
soup’ in a pot over a fire they built. They then rotated through three
stations: orienteering, wood splitting, and slingshot practice. The day
concluded with collecting and loading firewood. Everyone is always thankful
for the trips to the wilderness camp!

Car Mechanics
The elective for the second quarter at BCBS was car mechanics.
The students slowly took apart a car, which had been graciously
donated to the school. They learned how many of the systems
work, including the electrical, cooling, and braking systems, and
got to take home treasured pieces each week. Even the farm
animals were excited about the study!

Track & Field
BCBS has been blessed by the
generous service of Greg Jewett
from the Fellowship of Christian
Athletes. Mr. Jewett has been visiting
the school monthly to lead sportthemed devotionals and has done a
wonderful job connecting sports to
the gospel message. He is also a
former track coach and spent some
time instructing the students in
running techniques, as well as coaching
them though a pentathlon. Thank you
for your service, Mr. Jewett!

Bottle Rockets
In Tinker class, the students studied propulsion by designing water
bottle rockets and a rocket launcher. They built the rockets out of soda
bottles, adding nose cones and fins for aerodynamics and stability. The
launcher was cut and assembled out of PVC pipe. After several days of
work, they enjoyed the fruits of their labor by launching the rockets.

WANTED: Twenty acres of woodlands and flat fields for future site of BCBS middle/high school.
Gadgets to take apart for Tinker Class.

